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ABSTRACT

In this paper we try to describe some of the main qualitative features of

the Compton effect within the real» of classical Stochastic Electrodynamics

(SEO). We found Indications that the combined action of the Incident wave

(frequencyoJ), the radiation reaction force and the zero point fluctuating

electromagnetic fields of SEO, are able to give a high average recoil velocity

My, — tit> ][,+*? t • the charged particle. Our estimate of the parameter o<

gives o^ *ü J » A n V where 2TTVV 1* the Planck constant and i>\£~ 1s the rest

energy of t rarticle. We have verified that this recoil Is just that

necessary tJ xflain the frequency shift, observed in the scattered radiation,

-r
as due to < classical double Ooppler shift. We have also calculated the

differentia cross section for the radiation scattered by the recoiling charge

using cias. .ai electromagnet ism. We found the same expression as obtained by

Compton in *is fundamenta1 work of 1923.



I) INTRODUCTION

Certainly the two greatest revolutions In the XX century Physics are

directly connected with the electromagnetic phenomena. One of then, the Theory

of Relativity, generated profound conceptual achievements that contributed to

harmonize Kewton1 s Mechanics with Maxwell's electromagnet 1sm. The other

revolution was Quantum Theory, which was born with the problem of blackbody

radiation, and, gradually, penetrated the domain of microscopic phenomena.

After three decades of development It has become the most powerful theory

conceived up to now.

However, during this period (and also later on) several distinct

interpretations of Quantum Theory were proposed attempting to clarify

conceptual problems ' * ' . Despite the efforts of Oe Broglie, Schrodinger,

Einstein and others, the Copenhagen Interpretation of Bohr and Heisenberg has

prevail over other interpretations. With the appearence of the so called

Reiativistic Quantum Electrodynamics, with a quite impressive predictive power,

the attempts to find other theories and interpretations of microscopic

phenomena has almost disappeared. In the same period we have observed an almost

complete absence of attempts to understand microscopic phenomena through

Classical Physics.

Despite the predictive power of Quantum Electrodynamics some Important

conceptual problems of this theory remain unsolved, u r Instance the

renormaiization problem and the more delicate questions concerning the

violation of causality in the phenomena Involving the socalied the wave



function collapse. Because of this a growing number of physicists are more and

more Involved in the debate concerning the Interpretation of microscopic

phenomena f .

One of the many attempts, developed in order to clarify at least a few

points of those complicated questions, is the socalled Stochastic

Electrodynamics (SED). This theory is simply Classical Electrodynamics with new

boundary conditions, that is the existence of fluctuating electromagnetic

fields in free space even at zero temperature (1«3,4)< In th1s v^ew> SED 1s

an attempt to extend the frontier of Classical Physics up to the domain of

microscopic "stochastic" phenomena.

This Is done by postulating that the zero-point electromagnetic field has a

Lorentz invariant spectral distribution P ( ^ ) which Is uniquely given by

(1,3.4)

C?

where CO Is the frequency, c is the velocity of light and V\ is the only free

parameter of the theory. This parameter can be identified with V^/ZV where h

is the Planck constant. In this way the theory is able to explain, within an

entirely classical CÜHÍÉAÍ., many phenomena before considered to belong to the

exclusive domain of Quantum Theory. As examples we have the blackbody

radiation, the microscopic properties of the harmonic oscillator, the

diamagnetic behavior of free and harmonically bound charges, the Casimir forces

between macroscopic objects and poiarizabie particles and a few other



* 3 ' 4 ) . These achievements of SED and also the historic development

of this theory, are very well presented in «any interesting review by

Boyerí3), de la Pena(1), Santos(5>, Hilonn1{6) and others*7*. He

address the reader to these references and also to the 1963 paper by

MarshallW which 1s one of the first 1n SED.

If we accept the zero point electromagnetic field as real but random, we

must look for more Indirect observations of Its effects, because direct

detection Is prevented due to Isotropy and the Lorentz invar lance »'' of the

spectrum' '. However, a formal expression for the zero-point electromagnetic

density, which can be shown to be equivalent to (1.1), 1s quite suggestive as

we shall see 1n a while.

Let us consider the electromagnetic energy 1n an infinitesimal volume

arround an arbitrary point r of free space. This is a rapidly fluctuating

quantity because the electric E(r,t) and magnetic B(r,t) fields are random

functions in SED. The average electromagnetic energy density can be written as |
i

O

with all frequencies contributing to the energy present 1n the infinitesimal

volume because P ( l i ) ) Is given by (1.1)

I f we consider a box with volume V, and write E(r , t ) as a superposition of

plane waves with frequendesG)|^&CK. • "here k 1* the wave vector, then 1t is

not di f f icul t to show that (3>6>



= ±l -
1s equivalent to (1.2) If DUi») IS given by (1.1).

The above expressions (1.2) and (1.3) deserve some comments. Both are

divergent 1f p ( p ^ 1s extended to the full range of frequencies O £ u j £ 0 0 •

The questions related to this ultraviolet divergence will not be discussed

here. We simply assume that (1.1) Is valid up to a very high frequency that we

cannot estimate. On the other hand (1.3) is very suggestive. First of all we

see that there Is an average energy TtU^c, • associated to the waves with

frequency U)^, , inside the volume V. If V is the volume of a charged

particle»10' and, for some reasons to be explained later, the particle 1s

Induced to absorb energy from a wave with frequency ü)\fc from the background

radiation them an energy w O ^ , and a momentum wfc. 1s Imparted to the charge.

This resembles very much the kinematics used by Compton' ' In his

corpuscular theory of light proposed In 1923 in order to explain the wavelength

shift observed in the scattered radiation.

Having the above observations In mind it Is quite easy to explain the

purpose of our present paper: we want to see, by using the simplest

calculation, 1f It Is possible to obtain a qualitative description, of some of

the main features of Compton scattering, within the realm of classical SCC.

In order to reach our goal this paper is presented as follows.

In the next section we give a brief discussion of the historic development

of the phenomena related to the Compton effect^12'. We start witit the first



propositions which appear a few years after the Roentgen (I%5) discovery of X

rays^12^ and end the section with some conments about the

Klein-Nishina(*3)formula. However the main purpose of this section is to

review Compton 's efforts, experimental and theoretical, In his attempts to

explain the observed physical properties of X and Q-rays. He stress In this

section the hybrid nature (classical and quantun) of Coap ton's 1923 paper.

In section III we give our qualitative description of the wavelength shift

and also discuss the departure fro» the Thomson theory observed in the

scattering radiation cross section. In order to do this we have invoked the

possibility that a resonance, between the X-ray pulse (from the primary beam)

and the wave, with the same frequency , from the zero point radiation, can

occur. In such a case it is possible to show that the radiation reaction force

1s able to Impart a high recoil velocity v * c ft to the electron. Within our

qualitative calculation we were able to show that

<£?tj$^rf/{lMjcf£^t.""«re m 1s the mass of the charge. This high recoil

velocity generates a wavelength shift by double Doppler effect exactly as was

proposed by Compton in his hybrid 1923 paper.

For compietness we discuss In the appendix the Einstein-Ehrenfest'*4 "'

model, for the equilibrium between matter and cavity radiation at temperature

T, adapted to the realm of classical SED. With simple assumptions and a

nonrelativistic calculation we derive the kinematics of the Compton effect,

necessary to maintain the equilibrium between radiation and matter. We also try

to identify the hypothesis (made by Einstein and threnfest) which Introduces

the "corpuscular" properties of the random classical electromagnetic fields of

SED.
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Finally we present In section IV a summary of our conclusions and we also

comment the conections between this work and a related work by Marshall and

Santos^17*18) within the realm of "Stochastic Optics». A little discussion

about feature research 1s also presented.



II. Brief history of the Compton effect

Near the end of the last century, doing experiments with catode rays,

Roentgen (I%5) discovered what he called X-rays^2'. Their nature was then

discussed for approximately three decades, generating «any different

interpretations and theories. The clarification of the subject only started

with the presentation of a corpuscular theory of radiation by Compton'1*' in

1923. Later on, in 1929 with the work of Klein and Hishina.^13) the phenomena

involving the scattering of radiation by electrons were Incorporated Into the

recently developed Relativistic Quantum Mechanics.

In what follows we shall give a brief exposition of some of the attempts to

explain the Compton effect as well as the experiments which gradually

contributed to the comprehension of the phenomena.

After his discovery of X rays, Roentgen was not able to observe reflection,

refraction off polarization of these rays, and therefore made the propositon

that they were longitudinal oscilations of the aether. Two years later, Stokes

and independently Wiechert, put forward a theory based on transverse

electromagnetic pulses. Latter on, in 1903, J.J. Thompson Improved this

theory (12).

In 1905 one piece of experimental evidence was obtained favo/ring the

Stokes-Thompson theory, namely the detection of the X-ray polarization by

Barkla^19'20). At approximately the same time, however, the first controversy

appears. It was noticed that the Incidence of X rays on matter (and also th
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rays just discovered) was followed by the ejection of electrons. This behavior

was difficult to explain by the theory of electromagnetic pulses and

Bragg^21"22) (1907) was compelled to suggest that the X-rays were made by

"neutral pairs of particles travelling with some unknown velocity". A division

of the physicists around the corpuscular and ondulatory theories was again

starting. Very Important names such a Planck and Somnerfeld were resisting the

corpuscular interpretation of X-rays, while Stark* • ' was defending the

identification of X-rays with the energy quanta Introduced by Einstein (In

1905) in order to expiai D the photoelectric effect.

Those discussions stimulated Many experimental works, nainly between 1908

and 1914, with very interesting results. Firstly there was observed (by doing

experiments with "̂  -rays mainly) a deviation fro* the angular distribution

predicted by Thomson and based on the wave theory of light. The experimental

observations could not be explained by the simple expression (valid for

unpolarized beams or for circular polarization)

where^ Is the angle between the direction of primary and secondary beams. The

radiation scattered in the direction of the primary beam ( 0 - 0 ) seems to be

more intense than that scattered In the opossite direction (© «Tt) and this

fact is not predicted by the expression (?.!) which Is syasetric In £ * 0

and © = Tf . Another observation was that the secondary beam was less

penetrating than the primary beam. Afterwards It was verified that the

scattered radiation frequency deviates from the frequency of the original beam

and 1s a function of the scattering angle Q .
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In 191? Laue discovered X-ray diffraction which reinforced the

experimental evidences favorable to the theory of electromagnetic pulses. Many

physicists «ere convinced that Maxwell's electromagnetic theory should be

applied to X-rays. The next step Mas, therefore, to define more clearly its

behaviour when in interaction with natter.

One of the physicists who initiated careful experiments involving X-rays

was Compton, in 1916, and he was a supporter of the classical wave theory

rather than the corpuscular theory. Because of this Compton made many attempts,

based on Classical Electrodynamics, to explain results apparently strange to

the theory. He conceived, in 1917, a model* ' in which the electron was

extended enough so that interference effects should be able to explain the

asymmetry in the intensity of the scattered radiation. Nevertheless, this

model presented some difficulties, for instance the mass of the extended

electron. According to Compton's calculations the electron must have a radius

like 1/10 of the diameter of hydrogen atom and therefore with an

electromagnetic mass 2000 times less than that observed experimentally. Later

on he conceived an electron physically more acceptable, that is, with a bigger

mass, by proposing the ring electron model* ' in 1918. At the same time he

was developing and realizing experiments in order to test his theories.

In 1919 Compton travelled to England and there he performed a series of

experiments with"í rsys. With the results of tnese experiments he decided to

abandon the ring electron model. Despite the buoyant state of Physics 1n Europp

at that time, Compton decided to continue his experiments Insisting on the

ideas of the theory of electromagnetic pulses. So returning to America, he



prepared more experiments and, in 1921, he was sure that the scattered

radiation had a lower frequency than the radiation from the primary bean/*2).

This remarkable fact was difficult to be incorporate In the classical

electromagnetic theory, and led Compton in the direction of the corpuscular

radiation theory. Initially Compton suggested* 6' that the electron absorbs

from the incoming radiation an energy "quantum" with momentum V l V / C , which is

able to Impart to the electron a velocity v = W v / m c where m is the mass of

the particle and V i s frecuency of the Incident radiation. The electron reemits

the energy during its motion, providing a modification in the wavelengh that

was calculated, up to order v/c, according to the classical Ooppler effect. He

was able to obtain, with this reasoning, a value for the wavelength of the

radiation, scattered to TT/2 from the incident beam, which was very close to

the experimental value.

The posture of Compton during these years, of theoretical and experimental

Investigations had two main characteristics: a great liberty 1n doing

experiments and theoretical concepts derived from Classical Physics. In his

first models (spherical electron and ring electron), he believed that

classical electromagnet ism was a good theory to explain the scattering of

radiation by electrons. The deviations observed should be attributed to the

structure of the electron. Gradually, however, he modified his point of view in

the direction toward the theory of energy quanta (as well as the associated

concepts of energy and momentum). Therefore, he published 1n 1923 his

fundamental work about the quantum theory of the scattering of X and Q-rays by

electrons^1). However, as we shall see below, his theory was hybrid since he

used many classical concepts.
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He assumed as 1s well known, that a "photon" with frequency V o (momentum

h\|j/c) coilydes with an electron in such a way that energy and momentum are

conserved as in a game of billiards. With a simple relattvistic calculation he

obtained the wavelength displacement law

where 8 is the same as before and A-o ̂ 0 = JL#V « c.

The existence of recoiling electrons helped Compton <n his calculation of

the cross section for the scattered radiation. To get this he assumed that the

recoiling electrons behave as a system that emits quanta in such a way that in

the rest frame the intensity 1s emited according to the Thomson classical

theory. He was also able to prove that {2.2) is due to a double (classical)

Oti>pter effect 1f each electron is moving with a constant velocity n j s C &•=

(Wvt/^t^A* + ^ 3 ° / ^ ) 1n the d1rect1on of the Incident radiation beam. In

this way, having succeeded by means of two different methods in obtaining the

same result for the wave'», igth shift, he postulated that the intensity of the

scattered radiation, obtained by the two methods (the first one quantum and

second one classical) should be the same. With this assumption he was able to

calculate, by using the classical method, the angular distribution of "photons"

emited by an electron moving with constant velocity v - C k = W / (1+eO where

c2. The result was

f
3)



and In the next section we shall explain In details why this part of the

calculation 1s classical as was pointed out very soon by Moo^7) In 1925.

The result (2.3) was verified to be in good agreement with the experimental

data and whenof-^O, we haveftj^O and h V 0 / • c2-^0, so that the expression

reduces to the Thonson cross section as expected.

Independently, also 1n 1923, Debye^' published a paper proposing a

theory which had many points In common with the Compton calculations. By using

the same considerations as Compton he was able to calculate, not only the

wavelength shift (expression (2.2)), but also the energy of secondary electrons

and the relation between the scattering angle © , of the emitted "photon", and

the angleV(>of the recoiling electron. This Is shown In the figure below

The relation between these angles is given by

(2.4)
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^ ^ C ^ C . Debye therefore concluded that, in the laboratory frame, the

electrons are always scattered in the forward direction O^. l f ^."^while the

"photon" can be scattered in any direction, a result that was not so evident

from Compton s work.

In order to calculate the cross section, Debye modified the Thomson result

by multiplying the cross section by'the factor V ( & ) / "v 0 according to the

correspondence principle. With this he obtained a result qualitatively similar

to the Concton case, but with a worse quantitative agreement with the

experimental data. »

Immediately, after these works, a series of attempts, by more conservative

physicists, were made traying to incorporate the Compton effect to Classical

Electrodynamics through semi-classical theories. All these attempts started

from the fact, pointed out f irst ly by Compton, that the radiation emitted by an

electron which is moving in the direction of the Incident beam, suffers double

Doppler effect in such a way that the wavelength change is given by (2.2). As

we said before a good example of such theories Is the calculation by Woo

(1925), by means of which it 1s possible to get the cross section (2.3) by

using Classical Electrodynamics (27K In order to do this Woo assumed that

the Incident classical wave Is scattered by an electron which is moving with

constant velocity C f t = o t Á v < * y h e r e a 9* 1 n °< -=.^o/t*êm) í"st neccesary to

get (2.2) through Doppler effect. We also mention the work by Breit (1926) in

which he tried to accomplish Compton *s theory utilizing the correspondence

principle but without the concept of the
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An Interesting and controversial^0' work is due to Bohr, Kramers and

Slater (1921). It was a qualitative work In which the main goal was an attempt

to conciliate two apparently contradictory situations, that is, how classical

electromagnetic radiation (with continuous energy variation) can Interact with

a system that can only occupy discrete energy levels (an atoa). In such a way

that the conservation of energy is verified. The authors reasoning was that

the atom 1s 1n Interaction with a "virtual" radiation field which contains all

the frequencies necessary to make all the possible transitions, and that energy

conservation 1s valid only statistically. These Ideas generated many arguments

that were resolved by the experiments of Bothe and Geiger (1925) concerning the

electron recoil(31,32)_ -jne predictions about the ejected electrons made by

all semiclassical theories were refuted by these experiments. Everything

pointed towards the way proposed by Compton.

At the same time, the efforts of De Broglie and SchrSdinger generated the

"wave mechanics" that become popular very quickly due to its sympHcity and the

power of Its predictions. This motivated Schrodinger (1927) to published a

paper^3^ (almost unknown) with a different'M) approach to the Compton

effect. He considered that the electrons are characterized by a wave function

which 1s a solution of a Klein-Gordon type equation; that 1s, "quantum"

electrons (latter on it was verified this equation 1s not quite appropriate to

describe electrons). To Schrodinger, however, the radiation was made of

classical electromagnetic fields wnich are diffracted by "wave matter" pattern

of the Incoming and outgoing electrons. This semi-classical treatment 1s quite

different from those of Compton and Debye, mainly because Schrodinger did not

mention the concept of the "photon". However he did not calculate the
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scattering cross sections. The only result obtained by h i * was the wavelength

displacement given by (2.2).

Later on, with the proposition of a cowariant equation for the electron by

Oirac, Klein and Nish1na (1929) obtained the fanous expression for the cross

section describing the scattering of radiation by electrons^"' . The

treatment includes effects due to the magnetic dipole of the electron, and the

results are in very good agreement with the experimental data. The

Klein-Nishina formula for unpolarized beams is given by

A V

I t 1s interesting to note that the analyses by Klein and Nishina was done

without an explicit quantization of the electromagnetic f ie ld. Only Tamm (1930)

realized the calculations within the realm of Quantum Electrodynamics^35) for

the f irst time, that i s , 35 years after Roentgen's discovery of the mysterious

X -rays.



III - Qualitative description of the Compton

effect within the real» of SEP

In the last section we have shown the reasons why the theory of

electromagnetic pulses, proposed by Stokes and Thomson, did not explain the

Compton effect. The theory was not able to explain the wavelength displacement,

the assymetry observed in the radiation scattering and also the recoil of the

electrons.

However, as far as we know, there Is no classical treatment (or even

semiclassical) that takes Into account the possible effects generated by the

zeropoint electromagnetic fluctuations that characterizes SEO. As we shall try

to show in what follows, these effects are not negligible but, on the contrary,

have the virtue to describe semiquantitatively some Important aspects of

Compton's scattering.

We shall initiate our analysis by describing, with a few details, the

interaction between a plane monocromatic (frequency*»)) wave and a free charged

particle. It is possible to find exact solutions, neglecting radiation

reaction, for the equations of motion even In the relativistic case in which

the magnetic force Is not negligible. In Landau and Lifchitz book* ' , for

instance, we find a sophisticated solution to the problem. Here we only give a

brief exposition of the results.

Let us consider that we have a plane wave witn circular polarization which

is propagating in the direction of the z axis. The electric field can be



written as E = Eo£fccosu)(t-z/c ) • JsencJ ( t -z /c j^ . The stationary solution

is such that the coordinate r , which gives the position of the particle with

charge Z and rest massifw, is given by the simple expression

with a2 « m2 c2 • fc2

The conclusion is that the particle will undergo a circular notion (with

the sane frequency id) in the xy plane, that Is, perpendicular to the direction

In which the wave is propagating. We can verify also that the particle does not

recoil since, initially, 1t was assumed to be in the origin of coordinate

system.

The fact that we are considering the case in which the wave has circular

polarization is only to simplify the calculation and there Is no loss of

generality. If the polarization is linear, for Instance, the periodic motion is

more complicated but there 1s no systematic recoil^36'.

We want to analyse the situation in which the wave intensity is low but the

frequency is high. Such condition imply that 4 £ o / ' * £ ü > « V for beans of X

or "% - rays produced in the laboratory. This assumption ensures that the

oscillatory motion will be non reiativistic since jf'l'i £Eb/*VU) « C as we

can see from (3,1).
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.We can now calculate the radiation scattering cross section. The radiation

Intensity emitted into a solid anqle<JLS.around sone direction characterized by

the unit vector ft will be

If we use the solution (3.1), take the time average In (3.2) and divide by

the Modulus of the Poyting vector of the Incident bean, we get

13 i k ^ ) U )
which K the Thomson cross section. This 1s symmetric 1nQ- 0 and O » T I where ©

Is, as before, the angle between the direction of observation and the direction

of the Incident wave. In doing the calculation we take O r £f t^CC 2"

that Is, C p j ^ < tM.C(jJ which is the condition assumed above. The

radiation en' .ed has the sane frequency as the Incident one. All the results

of this reiativistic calculation are 1n contradiction with the experimental

facts discussed in the previous section. Our argument will be that the above

calculation is Incomplete, th«t Is, we have not considered all the existing

forces.

Let us see what hapens 1f we take Into account the radiation reaction force

which is generated by the action of the self fields on the charged particle.

This difficult problem has no exact solution in the relativist 1c case but

1t is possible to use some Iterative procedure as was pointed out before by

Hagenbush^37) for Instance. Here, however, we will use a non relativistic
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approximation, much more simple, and after we shall do an adaptation of the

result to reiativistic motion in the same way as 1s done by Landau and

Ufchitz*38*.

The radiation reaction force can be written approximately as fy» — 2 A "V/íC

in the reference frame in which the velocity is low. Therefore, If the particle

is under the action of the electric (E) and magnetic (B) fields of a wave, the

equation of motion will b«

0.4,

If we recognize that the radiation reaction force 1s small as compared with the

others, we can writte

(3.5)

as an equation valid in the reference frame in which the particle Is

instantaneously at rest. In this frame we also have v ~ (<£/•) E and the

radiation reaction force can be written as

I")

it is clear that the second term above Is the part of the radiation

reaction force which 1s in the direction k of the incoming wave. The first

term, which 1s perpendicular to the Incident direction. Is oscillating in tine

and gives no contribution on the average. Therefore the time average of the

radiation reaction force can be written as



where vJ^nc = ^ E ^ v / * ^ * the average energy density contained In

the Incident «ave and C >(8 TT /3) ( £ 2/m c 2 ) 2 Is the Thomson cross

section, that Is. (3.3) Integrated over all directions.

The force ($£} is in the direction of the-inddent beam, but 1n general Is

very saall (except for very Intense beans) and therefore It generates

negligible recoil*37*38*. Then the oscillatory aotion caracter1zed by (3.1)

Mill remain with the frequency(0 • This has a fundamental Importance for the

effects of zero-point electromagnetic fluctuations 1n our discussion concerning

the Compton effect.

According to previous experience of Many authors' • ' working with SED we

know that If we have an oscillating system (like an harmonic - oscillator for

Instance) a resonance, between the system and zero point radiation, with the

same frequency, can often occur because all frequencies (and phases) are

present In the zero point electromagnetic fluctuations.

If V 1s the volume of the charged particle the average energy density from

the background radiation (with the same frequency as the Incident wave) Is

3 8)
HTT

as was shown ir. the Introduction. Our proposition 1s that this can contribute

t 0 ( j r ^ derived above (see (3.7)) if the incident wave from the beam is in



phase with the sane wave (that Is, same wave vector, sane polarization) from

the zero point electromagnetic field. If the frequency is high enough (a^J -ray

for instance) U o can be very large also because the volume V is very small

if the charge 1s an elementary particle like an electron.

The above discussion is very nuch idealized, because in fact a beam of 0 -

rays fro* any experimental device 1s not a plane monocromatic wave with

circular polarization. In reality we have short pulses almost monocromatic,

that Is, in fact we have a wave packet with a more complicated polarization.

In this more realistic situation we believe that it is possible to

calculate the probability ( & ) to obtain in the zero-point field the same

configuration as in the wave packet from theQ-ray beam. The exact value of Q

must depend on the specific form of the wave-packet representing the O-ray

signal. This kind of calculation has been performed quite recently by Marshall

and Santos within the realm of what they call Stochastic Optics*18). This

theory is essentially SED of visible light. And also the goal of these authors

is the same as ours, that is, to see If the classical zero point fluctuations

of the electromagnetic can generate effects similar to the corpuscular theory

of light. In other words we are looking for evidence for "a reaffirmation of

the wave nature of light".

Since our paper 1s qualitative we prefer to leave for future research a

more realistic calculation and, instead, we maintain simplicity by assuming

that the Incident bean Is a monochromatic plane wave. We also assjme that there

1s some unknown probability Q , (C<Q.o)that characterizes the possibility of

resonance with the wave with the same frequency in zeropoint background.



With these simplified Ideas In aind we can generalize (3.7) by writing for

the radiation reaction force

(3.9)

where we have neglected U j n c as compared with \J 0 because, by assumption,

we have an Incident wave with low Intensity and high frequency.

He must remark that the above expression Is valid in the Instantaneous rest

frame of the charged particle. In order to calculate -he recoil velocity v -

c ft K 1n the laboratory frame we shall use the procedure explained very clearly

1n the text of Landau and

In order to do this we use an auxiliary reference frame S in which the

charge 1s at rest and (3.9) Is valid. In this frame the particle acceleration

(In the direction of the incident wave) wil l be written as

(3.10) Oi = -jLtfo

In the reference frame in which the particle Is moving with velocity/tf=c A

(laboratory frame) we have

because the energy density In the proper frame ( U o ) i s related with the

energy density In the laboratory frame ( 0 0 ) through the expressionVJ0=V30(il2-\



3ut n o w \ j o must be written taking into account that the particle Is

noving and its volute oust have a Lorentz contraction in the direction of

motion. By assuming that the charge is distributed inside a spherical region of

radius r its volume must be written as V = ( 4 T / 3 J r 3 ^ 1 - ft2 In the

laboratory frame. We are also going to assume that the Thomson cross section

(T* ( 8 T / 3 ) ( C 2/m c 2 ) 2 1s related with the particle radius r

by Q'sLirr2'. In this case r 1s called the "classical" radius of the charged

particle. This assumption could be avoided but we prefer to use it because we

believe that our reasoning will be more transparent In this particular case.

Taking into account these considerations the expression (3.11) takes the

for»

where a) is the frequency in the laboratory frame.

The above simple expression can be Integrated during the time interval At

in which the particle is under the combined resonant action of both waves, that

Is, the one from the incident beam and the other from zero point radiation with

frequencyU) .

After the Integration we get:

(3.13)
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with O{ S. 2-

The question which appears Immediately is how to estimte A t . Our

proposition Is that C A t ri. r or, 1n other words, the background radiation

resonant action has the order of magnitude of the correlation time associated

with the random (and radiation reaction) force acting on the particle with

radius r. This hypothesis 1s based on our previous experience^40), when we

have studied the notion of free, and harmonically bounded, extended charges 1n

the context of

He obtain, In this way, the following result for

(3.14)

in order of «agnitud.

It is easy to see that, for high frequencies, the contribution from the

background radiation is much bigger than the action generated by the Incident

bean. We can also verifiy that, even in the case In which the resonant

Interference occurs in very short time, the particle will reach the

realtivistic

Now we are going to make some approximations that have the virtue that with

then the following calculation will be much more simple. We shall assume that

the radiation pulse Is very long in time (as compared w1th&t • r/c), that 1s,



the plane wave has an infinite duration for calculation purposes. We also

assume that the particle enters into the resonant regimen, with the background

radiation, immpdiatelly after the pulse arrives, and remains with constant

velocity ̂ T = C S during all the time. Those simplistic hypothesis are

Idealizations which will be discussed more below .

Let us firstly see what happens with the scattered radiation if we take

into account the Ooppler effect. It 1s Interesting to remember now what we said

before, that is, that Compton himself used the Ooppler effect in his hybrid

(quantum and classical) paper in 1923.

The particle is moving with velocity c B i n the wave propagation direction.

Due to the Doppler effect the wavelength in the proper frame will be ' '

where A 1 * the wavelength In the laboratory frame. In the proper frame the

radiation emitted will have a wavelength /I,. To an observer in the laboratory,

the radiation will suffer another Doppler effect, and the wavelength observed

will be such that

(3.16)

whereQis the angle between the primary beam and the direction of observation.

The above result together with (3.15) can be written as

(3.17)
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I f we use now our previous estinate for A , which is given by (3.13) , we get

(3.18)

where 0**21 n w / m c 1n order of magnitude.

I f ds = nü) /» \C the above result coincides with that obtained by Compton

(formula (2.2)) through the realt ivist ic kinematic relations postulated by him

in his corpuscular theory of l ight. Here we want to mention that we are able to

derive CornpWs kinematics by using the Einstein (1917) - Ehrenfest (1923)

model for cavity radiation. The model is addapted to SED and is to be

considered classical In the opinion of the present authors. However the

calculations are non relativistic as In the original papers by Einstein and

Ehrenfest. The presentation and the discussion of a l l these calculations are

left to the appendix.

Now we are going to calculate the radiation scattering cross section,

util izing only Classical Electrodynamics, as was done by Woo^27) In 1925. We

use the same assumptions, that i s , the particle 1s moving in a straight line

with relativistic velocity v = c

If the particle has an acceleration v, the radiation electric field at long

distances R is given by

E
(3.19)



and the instantaneous radiation emitted In the solid angle dJ2. around ft is dl

E2
r a dR2dl2/4ir or

V . 1 .

I ire3 ' "35»
(3.20)

The incident-wave (here incident wave means the signal plus bakcground

radiation with the hypothesis (3.9), that 1s, the signal is such weaker than

the zero point field) has an electric field such that ̂  -

4*lSW\.6iC\,-^fc)Aan(1 therefore tne acceleration will be approximately

transverse as we are going to see in a while. The exact (relativistic)

expression Is such that

Since the charge is 1n approximately uniform motion we have v.E~O because

v • In tn1s t

(3.22)

Now we can Introduce this simple expression for v 1n (3.20) and take the

time average. Here however we must remember that the expression (3.19) for the
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electric field at distance R Bust be taken in the retarded tine t = t - R/C.

Therefore In doing the tiae average the tine Increment dt aust be replaced by

dtX and this introduces a factor dt/dt' *(l-n.«//c) in (3.20). The Integration

Is trivial. The cross section 1s obtained by dividing the result by the modulus

of the Poynting vector fro* the incident beam. The result 1s f45*46)

(3.23)

\

Substituting A=0</[(4-«<) we obtain

(3.24)

where O(=

In the limit n l O ^ ( pA,(, the above expression reduces to the Thomson

result (3.3) as expected. Both calculations, by Compton (**' and by Woo

W' lead to the expression (3.24) for the radiation scattering cross

section. At this point however Compton made a correction which improved the
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agreement with the experimental data. In order to do this he based M s

reasoning on the corpuscular properties of the "photon". In other words the

scattering of a photon In the forward direction (0=0) is not acconpained by

the recoil of the electron. In this case Compton said that it is reasonable

that the cross section should be the sane as in classical Thomson's theory,

that is:

However in the expression (3.24) there is an

(£actoj)even for©»O. Compton^11) simply discarded this factor in order to get

the Thomson's result (3.25) to the scattering in the forward direction.

Our analyses based on SED cannot give a differential cross section in full

quantitative agreement with the experiments. The reason is that instead of

(3.24) one must expect a result somewhat different, that is

whereQand tx, are corrective factors to be discussed below.

is the probability to find a resonance between the incoming wave-packet

(almost monocronatic) and the background waves with the sane frequencies. As we

have mentioned above, this probability is difficult^18) to calculate because

It depends on the details of the incoming wave-packet. Here we have simply

assumed that the wave-packet is a plane monocromatic wave.
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Nc Is a normalization corrective factor also neccesary In (3.25) because,

according to our assumptions, we believe that (dGVdS.) Woo gives * overstiaate

of the scattering cross section in all directions. In order to understand this

better let us remember one of the simplistic assumptions made before. He have

assumed that the particle is travelling with a constant recoil velocity v = C A

= O < / ( 1 + o( ) in the field of a plane wave with Infinite duration. This

hypothesis can, of course, generate unphysical results like the factor l+2o( =

(l+(!))/(l-p). which appears In (dC/diZ) Woo as can be seen from (3.24). lhis

factor produces a divergence In t _ cross section whenQ^l. There is no reason

to expect such a behaviour with a real wave-packet falling upon an electron in

the laboratory frame.

Since we have not the intention to calculateQ,and Nc In this qualitative

paper we leave this problem to a future more realistic analysis. Me simply

assume that Q , and Nc are Independent of the scattering angle© and that

since according to (3.18)&X =0 only for © =0. Therefore 1t Is reasonable to

assume that our qualitative calculation within classical SED should be in

agreement with the classical Thomson calculations in this angle (fc *0) because

In his theoryAX=0. Here our argument resemble the Compton's one given above

just before (3.25).

According to these considerations end taking Into account (3.27), (3.25)

and (3.24) we get that



(3.28)

for the differential scattering cross section.

This is the same expression as the one obtained by Coapton In 1923. He has

compared the theoretical calculation with the experiaentai results and found a

behavior very close to the observations. This OMparison 1s shown in the figure

below in which the dotted curve is the Thomson cross section (3.3) as a

function of the scattering angle . The continuous curve represents the cross

section we have calculated (expression (3.28)) fo re (£ i l . l which corresponds to

a wavelenght %= 0.022 A. The experimental points are the results measured by

Conpton.
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He want to stress again that our simplified calculations clai» only to give

indications about the possibility of an approach to Coapton effect within the

real» of a classical theory like SED. A quantitative calculation (within SEO)

will require a higher level approach sophisticated enough to characterize a new

work.



IV - Su—ary of the conclusions

Despite the simplicity of the approximations introduced by us, we were able

to justify the electron recoil without the corpuscular concept of a "photon".

With our estimate of the average recoil velocity of the electrons it was

possible to calculate the wavelength displacement and the radiation scattering

cross section as a function of the scattering angle 6.

As far as the recoiling electrons are concerned there Is an appreciable

difference between our calculations and the experimental facts where a

distribution of recoiling electrons are observed.

Based on the corpuscular radiation theory Compton and Hubbard (1924) were

able to calculate the differential cross section for the recoiling

electrons* '. According to the corpuscular conception, each "photon" 1s

scattered by an electron, and this fixes In a unique way the scattering angle

between them. Therefore It was not difficult to obtain an expression for the

distribution of the recoiling electrons by using the differential cross section

(3-28) for the scattered radiation.

In our calculation, however, we have limited ourselves to the calculation

of the average recoil velocity v * coi/ (1+tf) In the direction of the

incident beam. But we believe that 1t Is clear in our picture that we have not

taken Into account all the possible effects of the zero point electromagnetic

fluctuations. One important fact that «e have not considered is that the

electrons are executing some kind of Brownian motion, due to the action of the
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random electroMgnetic fields, before the action of the incident pulse offcor

X-rays. This, of course, introduces transversal fluctuations and the recoil

velocity is not simply v * c & k but a distribution around the direction k of

the incident bea»*42*. The conclusion Is that there is an important

difference between SEO and the quantum interpretation as far as the recoiling

electrons are concerned. In our interpretation, the electron emission is also

generated by the zero-point radiation but In the usual quantia (corpuscular)

Interpretation only the primary bem, made by "photons", is responsible for

this fact.

Another important point which is self-evident 1s concerned with the energy

balance in our SED interpretation of the Compton effect. He have concluded that

the background radiation, combined with the radiation reaction force, 1s able

to give a high kinetic energy to the particle in such a way that is has a

relativistic recoil. According to the quantum theory, however, the energy comes

only from the primary beam. In this conventional description, very well

accepted, quantum objects ("photons") with dual nature (particles and waves),

are in interaction with other quanta (electrons) in such a way that the energy

conservation is restricted to the system "photon" - electron, without any

mention to the quantum zero point electromagnetic fluctuations.

However is quite important to stress the similarity between our approach to

the Compton effect and other analyses in which the concept of the "photon" 1s

not necessary'47' to the understanding of some important questions, as the

photoelectric effect and the stimulated emission, for instance. These are

semiclassical approaches in which the electromagnetic radiation is considered

classical but the matter has quantum behavior, since the electrons are assumed



to obey Schrodinger 's equation. It is this wave equation that Introduces the

fluctuating (quantum) character which dust be Involved in order to explain the

transference of energy quantum fro» the classical (continuous) wave to the

•atter. This Is very well explained in a paper of Scully and Sargent III^47^.

The deterministic electromagnetic fields act as a perturbation allowing the

transition between the quantum states of the system (an atom for Instance). We

observe 1n this treatment the recovery of Planck1 s view concerning the

Interaction between radiation and matter. He must also stress, however, that,in

order to get an accurate quantum description of some phenomena like the Lamb

shift and the anomalous electron magnetic moment, 1t is necessary to include

the zero-point fluctuations.

In our qualitative classical analyses, presented here, we have verified

(curiosly) that the action of the Incident wave (with frequency to)) and the

radiation reaction, generate conditions that an appreciable amount of energy

( K ü ) ) can be extracted from the background radiation of SED. The Planck

constant Ztlvi enters Into the description through the zero point field. Instead

of coning from the Incident wave, since this constant was introduced in SEO as

a multiplicative factor In the zero point spectral density.

It 1s also important to remember that the qualitative corrections of our

paper with the work by Marshall and Santos*18), within the relm of Stochastic

Optics, are more or less obvious since the goal is the same, that 1s, to

Identify pseudo corpuscular properties of light 5>y invoHing the role of zero

point electromagnetic fluctuations with average energy

Inside the volume V.



Future reseach on these subjects are quite desirable because up to the

moment we only have seniquantiative, model dependent, calculations to coRpxre

with the experimental measurements. However, in our opinion, the qualitativ-

features of the Compton effect have been clearly identified within the realm of

classical SED.
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APPENDIX

A model for equilibrium between radiation and «atter within Stochastic

Electrodynamics

The purpose of this appendix is to discuss other ideas connected with the

concept of the photon. These Ideas are Invoked In order to clarify the

kinematics of the Conpton effect. We believe that some of the most interesting

attempts in this subject are the Einstein^6'14) (1917) and

Einstein-Ehrenfest^15' (1923) works concerning the equilibrium between

radiation and matter. Therefore, for the reader convenience, Me decided to

review (briefly) part of these papers and also to discuss how these Ideas could

be interpreted within SED. A similar review of this and other works by

Einstein can be found in a paper by Jimenez et al' ' .

a) The original Einstein's model

The name of Albert Einstein Is directly connected to the first attempts to

establish a quantum theory for the electromagnetic radiation. It is well known

that Einstein, attempting to give an explanation to the photoelectric effect

introduced, in 1905, the energy quanta of the electromagnetic field which,

later on, were called "photons". Subsequently he tried to extend his ideas to a

wide class of phenomena (Involving the absorption and emission of radiation by

atoms and molecules), and therefore presented in 1917 a paper with many

interesting results. Traces of this work are familiar to the students of modern

physics under the name of "the coetficientes A and B". Unfortunately, however.



m e main ideas contained in the paper remain almost unknown. A very good

discussion of the most important ideas contained in the Einstein-Ehrenferst

work can be found in the review paper by Lewis^16' . We address the

interested reader to this work.

In what follows we are going to do two things at the saae tine, that is, to

give a brief review of the Einstein-Ehrenfest papers and also to adapt their

phenomenological aodel to SED.

In order to understand the emission and absorption of electromagnetic

radiation by atoms imersed in thermal radiation characterized by the spectral

density £Hu>) , Einstein (1917) started from the following hypothesis*16);

1. The atoms have discrete energy states

Z. The Boltzmann distribution is valid for the atoms in these states

3. wien's law is valid for the spectral distribution at temperature T,

that is, D(uj) =(|£T(l»)/t) where F is an arbitrary function

The first hypothesis was named by Einstein as the quantum assumption due to

discrete character of the energy states. The other two are completely classical

assumptions, based on thermodynamics and electronagnetism.

With tnese assumptions Einstein was able to derive that K,v*0 must be

given by the Planck formula

-1



if we have equilibrium between radiation and matter.

However In 1923 Einstein and Eherenfest discarded the first (quantum)

hypothesis by a-1 lowing the atoms to occupy a continuous set of energy

levels' '. This fact has changed a lot our appreciation of the Einstein -

Ehrenfest work because now the derivation of O(}JL>) seems to be entirelly

classical.

b) The Einstein - Ehrenfest model within SEP

We are going to discuss this point a litle more but with one additional

assumption, that Is, there are also the electromagnetic zero point fluctuations

of SEO and they are characterized by a spectral distribution Olu)) which is

given by

(A-2)

If we admit this, them, it is quite natural to assume that this zero point

radiation 1s able to stimulate emissions and absorptions In a polarizable

particle with harmonic Internal oscillations. For simplicity we will study

initially, as well as Einstein, only transitions between energies Ep and

i\ (with Í2 > Ei ). Later on we shall consider the '•ontinuous case. Let

us assume that the system absorbs energy, with frequency ü ò . from the

fluctuating electromagnetic fields and suffers a transition from the state with

energy i\ to the state with energy E? . Then, according to Einstein

phenomenological model, the transition probability dw^/dt will be given by



(A-3)

where b\2 and &\2 are constants Independent fro» the frequency and

temperature.

Here we want to Bake some remarks. The first one is that (A-3) can be

considered as a classical transition probabi1ity because both terms on the

right hand side are connected with the spectral densities P o and pr of

the fluctuating electromagnetic field. The second one is that the

phenomenological expression above can be justified, on classical grounds,

because it is we 11 known that a harmonic oscillator with frequency CO absorbs

energy from the background radiation at a rate proportional to the spectral

density at the same frequency' • ' . And finally we have introduced the term

A12 O ((A) which correspond to absorption from the zero point field.
To

Another important remark Is that when the atom absorbs energy, from a wave

with frequency U Í and wave vector k , it is also absorbing momentum (in the

direction k) from the background radiation. Therefore It 1s reasonable to

assume that all the absortion processes Induced by Ç> of O are directional.

In an analogous manner we are going to write the transition probability

from the state £? to state i\ as

«.4,



Here A?i O ( { j ^ is replacing the term corresponding to spontaneous

emission in Einstein and Ehrenfest's original calculation. This means that Me

are assuming that the spontaneous emission in in fact induced by the zero

point radiation. This hypothesis was put forward many years ago by Helton* '

(1948) and discussed «ore recently by

The second init ial assumption by Einstein (Boltzmann statistics for the

particles) wi l l be maintained, that is , i f we have W(Ei ) particles in the

state Ei and VKE?) in the state E? the relation

is valid on the average.

As in the original Einstein work we wil l assume that the equilibrium 1s

reached through the detailed balance condition:

Analysing this expression in the liroiu"T^><Dlwheri W Í B O ' ^ W I E O i n d

and ( D ^ < p 0 ] we

find, respectively, the relation Bj? = B21 ^ B, Aj2sO and A2lS A f lé0«

The fact that A ^ s O means that the zero point radiation does not stimulate

absorptions in the equilibrium situation*51^. This is expected in SEO because



in this theory we admit that the zero point background is also responsible for

the s tab i l i ty of the ground state of the atoms.

I t easy to show from (A-6) that

- \

and the Wien*s law (the third classical hypothesis by Einstein) demands that

whereVlis a universal constant.

The value of the constant A/B cm be fixed by using the Rayleigh-Jeans

(I RJ^ h expression for the blackbody radiation. This law is valid for low

frequencies ^ ? v U ) « f c T ) and must coincide with (A-7) in this l im i t . In th is

way, because { ^ = 4?T U ? / T T £ and Q ~ A gj j j j )^T/^ , we must have

A«2B. The constant2tlTV which appears in (A-2) can be identified again with

Planck's constant. With this we verify that the Einstein's derivation of Planck's

# formula is compatible with the existence of zero point electromagnetic

fluctuations.

The relation A*2B deserves a few comments. At f i r s t sight this means that

the zero point electromagnetic fluctuations are twice more effective than the

thermal electromagnetic fluctuations in order to induce the emission of

radiation, we are inclined to understand this result (A=2B) in the same way as

was suggested by M1nonni(sl) and by França and Marshall<5Z) 1n recent

papers. There we invoked the radiation reaction force contribution to the

emission processes (A-4). In other woros, the self f ie lds of the charge Induces
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emission as well as the zero point spectral dens1tyfíl»))~<0. The dependence on

the third power of the frequency Is connected to the fact that for an harmonic

oscillator (frequency0)) the Larmor formula for the emitted power PL is such

that|[.">»H*W<M X • l f t h e harmonic oscillator 1s imersed In the zero point

radiation we have <x?>= n/2 *( j l and therefore (M^J *̂ » <tf £>^) *Vf

/ \ ) u T rv» P (y^ )̂ - I n suaBary P(S*5) "as two channels to contribute to
(A-4).

In what follows we are going to renove based on the work of Eisntein and

Ehrenfest^ * ', the hypothesis of discrete energy levels for the particles.

They have assumed that one particle suffer N absorptions, in the

frequencies^), , ^ ) , (t^, and N emissions, in frequenciesUiJ , U)i > tOM,

1n such a way that the particle goes from an Initial state with energy Ej to

a final state with energy Epr (E j and Ep arbitrary). In the didactical

diagram depicted below we can have an intuitive feeling of the Einstein -

Ehrenfest proposition:
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In order to have a mathematical description to the processes indicated above, a

generalization is necessary for the expressions (A-3) and (A-4). Therefore

Einstein and Ehrenfest wrote for the transition probability dwjp/dt,

representing the change fro» the state with energy Ej to the state with

energy if, the following expression' "':

(4.8) 4 * S F T T [ B ^

To the inverse process we have

4 V\
9) *L = TT[A ̂ i)^gK^TT[B £<dj f\

It is important to mention at this point that the above expressions are

valid only if the "elementary" processes (emission and absorption) are

statistically independent. This means that the processes of emission and

absorption occur in very short times such that there is no interference between

them.

By the other hand, we expect that under the influence of thermal and zero

point radiation, the particles are induced to add and subtract energy and

momentum to the radiation field. This field is represented by a superposition

of plane «aves «1th all frequencies. For this reason it is reasonable to expect

that each absorption (in a frequency uJ. — C f y C . l ) 1s â C o mP a 1 n e < í b> a



transference of momentum (from the wave to the particle) which is directed

according to the corresponding wave vector k j . I f we consider 1 nduced

emission as the reverse of induced absorption then i t Is natural to assume that

also these processes involve the emission of plane waves each one with a

definite direction for the momentum. With these considerations i t is simple to

accept that the energy removed or added to the radiation inside the cavity wi l l

be converted in translational kinetic added or removed from the particle. All

these considerations are consistent with the Einstein-Ehresfest model and with

SEO.

Taking into account these observations the final energy (Ep) and the

in i t ia l energy (Ej) of a particle are expected to be related by

(A-10) t ç B_

where <P(uO and (Mil* /are positive unknown quantities to be fixed below. The

f i rs t sum in (A-10) represents the energy extracted from the radiation field

after N absorptions, and the second sum Is the energy added to the radiation

f ie ld after M emissions.

From now on our discussion departs from the original one by Einstein and

Ehrenfest. This happens because our intern ion is nut to derive again Planck's

formula for CHoi) . This formula has been derived many times in the classical

context of SEO*1'. Then we shall asiume thdt p(u)) and ÇHjui) are wellknown

and we change our goal, that Is , we want to obtain the unknown quantities (wlO)

Jand



The procedure is the sue as before, that is. the Boltznann distribution is

assumed and we have

(A-ll)

<0
Also the detailed balance condition

is assumed in order to keep the equilibrium between radiation and natter.

Introducing (A-8), (A-9). (A-10) and (A-ll) into (A-l?) we get

(A-13)

This expression must be valid for any H and M and also for arbitrary sets

of U) i and ^ j- This means that each ten* in the square brackets above

must be equal to 1. Since we know that A/B=? and that Ofyi) and 0{vO)are

wellknown, from previous (different) analyses based on SEO, the only unknown



quantities are Q)(U>) *nd ^(tt) 1) • It is simple to show from these

considerations that <\>^jj) — V l U )

If we use these results and write (A-10) for N=M=1 we get

as a relation to be validy on the average.

This is a very suggestive result as far as the ComptorAs kinematic are

concerned.

Einstein 1917 paper has another very interesting part which is a detailed

analyses of the Momentum exchange between radiation and natter. The calculation

is non relativistic and very well explained in the review paper by

Milonni* '. It is also possible, introducing the same hypothesis discussed

above, to adapt this part* ' of Einstein work to SED. This was done in an

unpublished work by one of the authors of the present paper'53'. Here we only

give the result of the analysis. The conclusions was that, as is intuitively

suggested by (A-14), the absorption of energy in a frequency (0 = c\k\ and

emission in frequency • ) ' * clfcM is accompained by a change in the momentum of

the particle front P [ to ^p. The relation between these quantities is



The results (A-14) dnd (A-15) dre exactly the well known Comptonxs

kinematic relations obtained here in the nonreiativistic context of classical

SED.

It is also clear fro» (A-14) and (A-15) that apparently we have recovered

the corpuscular (quantum) properties of the "photon". This is somewhat

surprising because we were using only classical assumptions and SED. which is a

classical theory despite the presence of'VI .

in the authors opinion, the discrete character was introduced with the

Einstein - Ehrenfest assumption tnat it is possible to count the number N of

absorptions and the number H of emissions, all statistically independent. With

this assumption it was possible to writte down (A-8) and (A-9). The discrete

sum (A-10) is also a consequence of the counting hypothesis and. of course,

the relation E

This "corpuscular" behaviour appearing in SED does not embarass us since

we are able to identify where this hypothesis was introduced, at least in the

Einstein - Ehrenfest model. In fact we expect that such a pseudo corpuscular

behaviour can appear many times in SED.
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